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' . , A'· DETERMINATION OF THE WAVE LENGTHS' OF''CERTAIW LINES' IN·· 
THE SECONDARY "SPECTRUM' OF HYDROGEN· <:: 
. ' . . .~~ 
· · ·:.:·:Introduction: ~~ 
During the· year 1926 to 1927 :Professor Kent, •• working in 
the Norman Bridge l.B.boratory,of the California Institute of 
Technology," took· a number of- -photographs of the secon'dary<; ~,J'1.l' .. 
s'pectrum ·of hydrogen, using a Rowland Mount Sp'ect-rog~aph· •. .-: <"': 
F'rom 1927 up to· the present year, Profe'ssor Kerit and' h:ts, · ·.~' :n 
assistant's, have' b'een measuring the'';iine's 'on' :the'se': plates~/;. 
u:sb1g a: thermos'tatica:lly' 'controllecfl' comparat-or, in 1ar{ e'rfo'rt'~ 
. \ 
to obt'ain an' accurate list of wave' :lengths, 'correct·').to'• 'seven 
figures. This the-sis ·is a result 'of wOrk· which the'! writer 
did :~in measuring the wav·e ·'lengths of certain lines while 
assisting Professor Kent in -thi·s work•'>"t·The~- 11nes ineas'ured 
include 14 'l:tnes between· 'A 3673 and A 3794,·· ana< 29 · 11'nes 
between,\4071· andA4498. .;.. •.::.e. ·:.> ., •,;_:H::;;~, t!'•• 
_l, ,-.: ••.•• Historical·: 
· 'rhe Development of Present st'andards·· of- Wave Length·•· 
In 1814, · Fraunhofer, by using a lens between'the··alit''' 
and the prisin, and by u~ing sever~l dif-ferent prisms of 
varying degree of refinement, was' able ·to prove'thS:t··.'thEf' 
black lines in the spectrum of sunl~'ght had'' a definite posi-
tion, and' were due tb a lack of light~· 'or 'c'erti.:lin wave'' :l-engths~ 
He mapped about- -700 of them~ eight' :of.Jwhtch .a.·re 
and called by his name. He also :constructe 
.. 
. . ' 
ing,' using a silver wire 
t· ~-; <\ :·~ ~. tt ~ /'f J \ ~::: .tj ;, c. J, 1·'>\ •. \ ) :, 
wound around a brass frame. Later, 
(J~' ' . ~.·::; /' i {• i ,.' . .., .:~ t :.; ·.:~ .~: :: 1 !> '.!~ ~-- ~":_:-t·:' ~' :).:'l. :.1 . ·-
he ruled evenly 'spaced scratches on a flat glass plate, and 
;~,ty;·l·~;. .~-·- ~~) ::t ·\·(,~~d. J.. ~-····· f 
with it made accurate measurements of the D line of.sodium. 
F' :~_:.).';,·~:-r~ ~ ·,·,·: t".;:: ·:~ ~:··£~~-~~.-( .· . ., ... ~~ . \·:·.:.~.) .~~··t-i~-~ .. t;. ~.· ·~ ... ;·r,~:J.. -~·:. 
In 186o,· Kirchhoff' proved these dark lines to be caused 
: ~:-;.:!~·Vt~:.-;;~: 1 . ~-··,·,: ·-~ .. ~·:. ·:~ ~ ,\ ,;_L:,.;·~rj ~~~:· ,·~ 
by absorption of the corresponding wave lengths of light in 
:~.·:~~r~t~.:.. '·,t.:,.( Ju"(:: .. ~,,;--:~~ .. t-c- .. ·J; .~~t;i_l .. y ~.:'.····'· 1:~~<.1 
the outer layers of the sun. 
~- ~" i .. l .: ··· ;,:~ ~: ~~- r ,· ~" ·.~.· ~;.1 ·~.: • • , L ..:~ :::1 ; ',. 
· In 1868,· .Angstrom published his map of·.the solar spect 
: t ,.~-~- ·:, · ,··; ~r :-~,~- ~;:··.. . -~-~;·~i., \.:,,. .,"·~ .. ,:,;.;. t~·:-. t~·,J.f ~ ·· .~,:·4. ~·;~}} 
based on measurements which he had made with three accurate 
;~\~~-·f·~-:·"· ·i'l t' :.:,·.·:~·;~::{ }.,i./r, ~~:'1 .. ' ..... 
glass gratings. The unit-of ~ave length, which he used, was 
-{~~-i .. r. · ·::\ ~ .·· ~: ~·: <. · 
.. :...,~ ' 
> 10 meter, referred to the standard meter in Paris. This 
'"· • ~ ... ~(.,-~ ·~-".~-.-;· .. ~·it. :.. ·· .··;1 ~.. ..:~ .~~-:r· . '~5~.··:; · ..•. ':; ~,~~.\ 
unit .. is todaY." known by his name. This standard meter is the 
-:~·->.' ~. · .... r·:.~- :"': .-~··.~- --~·:~ ·,c ~: ·; .. ·~ ·~.:r ~:·. 
distance bet~een two transverse lines on a bar of platinum 
t-'.~ .. ::. ··• .. !~ , .. ~ .:<,,.·{.; .. t.-.~'1\~- ~~:·":·/:~~ •.. {· ~ .. ::·~ct_:,.,_·~··-~~ ~-·,.\.·· .. .-· ~:·· L> 
which is kept in Paris. The bar is measured at the 
~1if .. t. r.~ :L 'J, : ~.~.:.;_ :." !~l.h .. _<,.f 
temperature of melting ice.· .. 
· ~;.; a, \:. ~·:~· .,. i t. .:~L. ~ ~ .: . tJ ,~ 1 !,~ :~ , · .~ 
·.·· 
.'\ ·'' ·~ ' ' ,, 
. Spectroscopy received a very important tool in 1885 
L. ·;, .. : ·:··:.~.·(,·.:· \ '·.:: ~-~~1 ~-~ .,·:· :':: .. · -... n :.:: ... ~ .. <"1 :I 
. when Rowland invented his concave grating and special mount 
~ .. ' 
·'-• : .. ,1c' ~·~ 
known today by his name. With this instrument he made as 
\ ', "· . -~. 
accurate measurements of the u lines of sodium as were 
' ·~:. :. ., • <It· 
possible at that time, and using the value he obtained for 
::·f.:-.' .. : .. --;;:~·" . ; _;:.~:·. ,,,:: ·;: --~- .· .. · .:·~J.Jt':. .;. '····:··,!' ..... ·:' ~··:,''~ 
.. ~~ 
·,,j I l! 
the D1 line as standard, he published a new map .of the solar 
··: .. ~· .. -~:. · ~· . . i:·.rl :·c ::: .;. ·· .. r{·· .. :~c .··:· !i• ... \·-<. '· .... ' ... :: .. ·;:··. . ,· .. 
spectrum which replaced that of Angstrom~ 
·p,·::_:.·· . ~.::· ·-:.:!~;)L·L~·· -... <·,·~·;:.(j.~.r:~~:~.····\'f. · 
Nine years afterwards, an even greater conbribution 
J' ~· {··.::~ ;,_-~·~· } .~ ,.·. 'i:'! ·• ·~ ,..., ) . .-· ~' \ ,'~,:). 
was made to spectroscopic science in 'the invention of 
• ' ! '..:.• ' • ·~: 't' }o ~ • '· •· • l, '•' 'L. t 
Mi~helson's interferometer. Using this instrument, Mi~helson 
r t.~·:: :~~ ... ~ ~, .;... :4,. t~ p .·. ; .... : r~~ t'· ·: · 
accurately referred the wave length of the red line of 
' ' 
cadmium to the length of the 
1 \, t' 
6438.5722 Angstrom· untts, a va'lt1e ~hich; with slight ch~ng~s, · 
·" , , ~ I• ·•.,. I ., • , (' , ·, ,· ,/: ., 
was destined to become the ba'ei!s' of all' our present. day 
"' , .,. , , ·, : I: ~· , 
de.termina tiona o:f wav'e': length. ' ,, 
r~ 
.· I' have spoken· or' t~oextremely important instrume~ts. 
given to spectroscopic science~ the Rowland Mouht: ~nd . ') ,; 
· The Ro~land Mount · 
The Rowland Mount is shown in a diagrammatic way on· 
page 5, Plate I~ Figu~~ 1~ 5 represents the slit, d.~ 
grating formed by ruling lines ·on a conc·ave mirror of· speculum 
,., 
metal having a radius of curvature = RT, and P a photographic 
' . ·' 
plE:tte ~ Rowland ·found that if this grating had a radius of 
'•: 
curvature equal to the 'diameter of the· circle on which the 
slit and grating' were plac'ed,: that tne spectrum formed would 
always be brought· 'tC>- a focus ori the same circle { HS1' in the 
.. _,, 
fi.gu~e) without the use'·' or a lens· •. In 'the figure, AO and OB 
are. 'two metal bea'ms rigidly Joi'ned to form a right. angle. 
M and N represent carriers fre1e' 'to' move ·~long ~ track on AO 
·t. • 
ana· OB • .HT is a metal bar connected with pin joints toM and 
N at R and 'l'' respecti\rely ... G is 'rigidly fixed to R'r at R, 
in such a way that its tangent at·R is perpendicular' toRT. 
In like manner, P is rigidly' rixed to .R'l.·~ ··Its radius of 
curvature = ~HT. · In other vi"ords~ it is' a 
In this way, .Howland secured.'an'approximately normal spectrun. 
In the formula nA: b(sin-i:•-~sine ), where n: order of 
spectrum, A= wave length of the spe~tral line, b :_grating 
space, i =.angle of incidence, and 8 =angle of reflection, 
' < : ~·- ·:,..·~ ""3· 
8 and ther~~o~e,:sin-8-= O, and nA= b sin 1. In this case, 
: ' ' 
. ., ~ 
then, the dfs~ance measured along the plate P is proportional 
to the change·\n wave length, tha. t is, :~the spectrtim .is a 
\. 
no~ma.l one.· 1 ~.~,· M and N are slid along AO and OB, dirrerent 
orders of the ~pectrum are fo'rmed at T. 
!, '1 ' 
' ' t 
\ ~~e Michelson Interrerometer 
\. 
The diagram of'. this instrument is showril in Plate I, 
~' 1.: ·: \ ·\ .. -.,.\ ... :· 
L' ~gure 2. ; A~and B; ~r;'er two_ plane ,tnir~g:r,~, and T and H are 
.. "'''l'l'<·~·'""'•'"''· ...... '''','~ ... , ~::: ... )"' ,. •"'' ·-· ···~ ..... , .• ~,,~~··•~ .... ..,.~·•>e><-"""""·'' .. 
plates of glass of equal thickness, and parallel to each 
other. The face F of R is silvered slightly so that both 
.the reflected and transmitted light will have the same 
intensity.~ :tight:, from the source S enters H, and meeting 
the second surface at 0 is partly reflected to the mirror 
Band partly transmitted to tthe.mirrorA' • .H. is.placed at 
such an angl~with B that the light strikes Band is then 
• t • " 
reflected back to H where it passes through the glass plate 
and is ·sent to the eye or a screen at P. The pg.rt of the 
light sent to ·A .is reflected back to, _1{, meeting R at the 
1 l i 
'-, 
.. · .. · . ' 
point where __ the ligh't _fr~m B emerges,· and is reflected 
"· I• ", • ' ,,,, 
along the' same path towards P that the light from B travels. 
·. l ~ t 
The light both going to and coming from A has to pass through 
T. This makes the light coming frjm A have the 
A 
"H---- ....... , 
' 
N 
A 
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The Rowland Mount 
B 
The Michelson Interferometer 
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----~------=~~~~~ B 
tion by the time it gets back to T, as the light from B when 
it reaches the same point. 
If both beams of light arrive at P in the same phase, 
we have a bright ring formed. Otherwise, we get partial or 
total interference. The former is true when the total dis-
tance traversed by the light reflected from B is different by 
a whole number of wave lengths !'ram the total distance 
traversed by the light reflected at A. This total distance 
includes the 'distance traveled from the tine the light leaves 
S till it reaches P. 
The mirror B is generally controlled by a micrometer 
screw, and by moving the mirror away from or towards s, the 
interference rings widen out or contract. By counting the 
number of rings that pass a certain point, when B is moved a 
certain distance, one can determine the number of wave 
lengths corresponding to that distance. And since, when M 
moves a distance equal to one half or a wave length, the 
difference between the interfering teams is changed by one 
wave length, the length of a wave of monochromatic light 
can be determined. 
Until the year 1904, there were no common standards 
of wave length for spectroscopists to refer to. In that 
year, the International Union for Cooperation in Solar 
Research was formed to set up such standards. 
The following year the Union met at Oxford and resolved 
=~~========================~.~-... ,,,, .... ;~JI\7.~>·~.~~·~.~.,··;"'"" .. 1'·.'~··" 
~t 
·-=·· ------~----------------------~~ 
to choose and adopt a spectroscopic line which was sufficient-
ly monochromatic to be used as a primary standard. It also 
adopted the resolution to set up secondary standards, not more 
than 50 units apart ·nhich should be measured with an interfer-
ometer in reference to the primary standard. 
In 1907, the Union adopted the uadmium red line as the 
primary standard of wave length. The wave length was desig-
nated at 6438.4696 Angstroms in dry air at 15° G and '760 mm. 
pressure. 
An extrem~ly important meeting took place in 1922.· The 
International Astronomical Union, as it was now called, met in 
Rome and adopted a list of secondary standards from the spe~ 
trum of iron, and a few from the neon spectrum. These were 
the means of the results of three observers who had compared 
them to the primary standard by interferometer methods. 
The Union also adopted a list of 302 stable lines from 
the iron spectrum, not including the secondary standards, as 
tertiary standards. They were determined !"rom the secondaries 
by interpolation in photographs of the latter. 
A third important step was the adoption of the Pfund arc 
as standard source, under the conditions in wnich it is used 
today. The conditions were ·that a current of 5 amperes at 
110 --- 2?0 volts D.C. should be used, that t~e arc should be 
12 to 15 mm. in length, that only 1 to 1.5 mm. or the central 
portion takeri at right angles to the axis of the arc should 
be used, that the positive pole, composed of an iron rod 6 to 
7 mm. in diameter, should be the u~y P~~~!.~,,~,~~I.H~ ..... ~ ... beaci "of 
------------~--------------~li--.~ 
iron oxide the lower and negative pole.(l) 
In 1927, Harold D. Babcock, ( ~2) of Mount ·i"filson Observa-
tory, published a table of wave lengths of iron lines corre~ 
pending to the lines already adopted as secondary standards. 
Their values were systematically less than the standards, 
(about .0022 A.U. and Mr. Babcock recommended that his values 
replace the values then in use. He had measured 2tl6 iron 
lines and 11 neon lines in terms of the primary standard of 
cadmium. His results or differences were due partly to 
improvement in photography, partly to the latest specifica-
tions for producing the iron spectrum, and partly to the 
procedure of transmitting the light from the neon lamp througij 
the entire apparatus and onto the same plate with iron lines. 
In 1928, the Astronomical Union adopted a slight rev1s1or 
of the secondary standa~ds. The new values were between those! 
obtained by Babcock, and the old values, and included lines 
between A 3370 and A 6750. They were about • 001 A .u. less than 
the old values and were given to seven figures. 
A table of standard solar wave lengths from A 3592 to 
A 7122 was also adopted at this time. They were based on 
measurements made by St. John, Babcock, and Allegheny Bureau 
of Standards.(3) The neon. lines adopted as standards in 
~1) Heport of Internat. Ast. Union --- 1922. 
(2) Astrophys. Jour. H66, 2~6, --- 1927. 
(3) Trans. of Internat. Ast. Union. --- III, 1929. 
------------------------------~~ 
1922 remained. 
Previous work On The Secondary Spectrum or Hydrogen 
The 1'irst tables of wave lengths in the secondary 
spectrum of hydrogen of which we have record, were made by 
Hasselburg(l) in lt31:32. His measurements were made visually, 
and hence were not very accurate • 
.tt'rom that date until the year 1922, there were a consid-
erable number of measurements made of this spectrum, but none 
of them were of any particular importance, with the poEsible 
exception of those or Watson(2) who measured most of the lines 
in the red, yellow, and ultraviolet in the year 1909. 
ln 1922, Dr. T. tt. Merton and Mr. s. Barratt(3) made 
measurements of the secondary spectrum o1' hydrogen which 
included 1200 lines extending from A 6?40 to }.3375. For a 
source they used vacuum tubes of the H type, in which the 
capillary tubes were replaced by tubes whose length was 
between 20 and ?0 em. and whose diameter was between 5 and 8 
mm. The electr::Jdes were spirals or aluminum ribbon. They 
used an Anderson concave grating with 20000 lines to the inch, 
and a dispersion of about 10 A per millimeter. The mounting 
was of the Eagle(4) type. 
{1) Mem. Acad., Sr. Petersburg{·(), 30, No. ·r, lt)t32; 
Phll. Mag.,(5), Hl'(, 329, 11:31:32. 
~2) Proc. ~oy. Soc., A, H82, lt)9, 1909. 
(3) Phll. Trans. ttoy. coc., ~A) H2'd2, 369, 1922. 
J _(_4) Ast.I'_Q_PJt~S_ • .:[g'Ur_n_._,=fl)b ___ l20_,_1910 !-==c, .. ,.xm.-, 
I 
--------------~--------------~,i~ 
For comp~rison, they used a Pfund arc as source, and 
referred their measurements to the values of the Internat-
Secondary Standards then in use. 
'l'he observers claimed that their measured values were 
• correct to .02 A.U. 
T. Tanaka(l) published a table of six figure wave 
lengths of this spectrum in 1925. They were mostly weak 
lines measured on two plates taken by ProfesEor Merton. 
He used the latter because the lines were much better 
resolved than on his own plates, having been taken using an 
Anderson concave grating. Furthermore., the current density 
ln the tubes used to make the plates was at least twenty-
five times that of the tube used by 1·,:erton and Barratt in 
obtaining their measurements, referred to previously. 
'l'anal{a believed that this was one of the chief rsasons why 
the lines he measured ·aere not observed on their plates. 
For standards, he used sharp hydrogen lines and the values 
assigned to them in Merton and Barratt's tables. All lines 
were remeasured and in most cases deviated less than .04 l.u. 
from the first measurements. The table consists of 565 lines 
between A 6572 and ,\3295, none of which appear in. the tables 
of Merton and Barratt. 
(l) Proc. noy. Soc. {A) #108, 592, 1925 
*==================··· ·•'-"''"""~''"•·" 
------~----------------------~~-~ 
'J.'he next year, D. B. Deodhar(l) working at King's 
College on spectrograms of a low pressure discharge at low 
potential, noticed many lines not contained in Tanaka's 
or l:erton and Barratt's tables of wave lengths. After 
investigation it was found that these lines were not 
traceable to impurities, but to hydrogen. 
After carefully measuring the plates of Profescor 
Merton, Deodhar discovered that there were 450 lines not 
recorded by Merton and Barratt or by Tanaka. These lines he, 
therefore, measured, using his spectrograms, and obtained a 
table of six figure wave lengths from A 660lA to .A 3357A. 
Since his standards were taken from values given in 
Merton and Barratt's tables, as well as frJm those of 
Tanaka, their accuracy was somewhat dependant on that of 
the previous observers. HoV'lever, Deo;Jhar believed that, 
considering the weakness of the lines, the values were 
fairly accurate. 
One of the most important of recent measurements in 
the secondary hydrogen spectrum was the table of wave lengths 
published in 1928 by H • . G-. Gale, G. s. Monk, and K. 0. Lee.{2) 
For a source, they used electrolytically prepared hydrogen, 
iried over calcium chloride and phosphorous pentoxide, and 
(1) Proc. Roy. Soc. (A) #113, 420. 1926 
(2) Astrophys. Jour. #67, 89, 1928 
=================--=····-~-.... r··•~··v-•"'·' 
used in a tube of 8 mm. inside diameter, having a distance 
of 30 em. between aluminum electrodes. The pressure in the 
tube when sealed was greater than 0.1 mm. of mercury. 
Later tne pressure decreased to a steady state. A l K. W. 
Thordarson radio transformer gave a potential difference 
between the electrodes of 1500 volts. 
Using a Fabry-Perot interferometer, and a concave 
grating in a Wadworth mounting for auxiliary dispersion, 
they measured 95 lines between A 4171 and A 6527, with neon 
1 ines as standards. 1'hey calculated that for none of the 
95 lines was the probable error greater than .0035A, and 
for the majority it was lees than .0012A. 
Then, using these lines as standards, they measured 2969 
other lines by inter·pola t ion. These lines were obtained by 
us Lng a Rowland r,lount with a 21 foot grating. The latter t1ad 
• a dispersion of 2.637A pAr mm. in the first order, and an 
actual resolving power of 45000. Every plate had the spec-
trum of a standard Pfund arc photographed on it to aid in 
places where the hydrogen standards '::ere far apart. Expos-
ures from 1 or 2 hours up to 40 hours were successful. The 
0 
mean error of most of the lines was less than .01 A.U. The 
high resolving power gave more accurate measures than were 
possible before. It ls interesting to note that, although 
some parts of the work were done over a year before other 
parts, the overlapping regions agreed well. 
i: 
li 
II 
II 
I' I 
!I 
., ~ 
Probably the most interesting part of the previous work II 
il 
li done in measuring this spectrum was that ~f Wolfgang l''inkeln-
,1 
I' ~ burg(l) in 1928, while working at Bonn. His source was a 
li 
11 quartz tube, 8 mm. in diameter, and silvered inside. He had 
II 
1
!1· 
I! 
found by experiment that the silver adsorted atomic hydrogen 
d which combined with the H atoms flowing in the tube and formed 
I' ,I 
" ii H2 :nolecules, thus giv lng a cright H 2. spec trurn vii th a moderate 
i! 
;: :-1 spectrum. 
:! 
The tube had a constant flow of hydrogen througn 
II 
~ it, the gas having been previously dried over phosphorus 
ii ~ pentoxide and pumped out by a two stage rotary high vacuum 
:i 
1! pump. 
I! 
In this way, the tube was constantly purified, and the 
ij pressure of 0.1 t~ 0.5 mm. of mercury controlled ty three 
,, 
l! ;j stop c .)Cks ln the feeding tube. 'I' he discharge tube was 40 em. 
ii ~ long and ~as placed tn a glass tube of equal length, and 20 
!II 
J rom. in diameter. 
IJ 
1he latter tube w~s placed in another glass 
~ tube of 45 mrn. diameter, and held in place by 5 mica rings 
li 
li ~ which prevented the direct conducti~n of heat from the inner 
!, .. \ tube. All three t~bes were separated from each other by 
II 
~ tightly packed glass wool. 
il 
I' 
1/ Tubes, containing cup shaped aluminum electrodes, were 
II ~ joined to :he ends of the tube at right angles. The t~be 
' was placed in a water bath~ the protruding electrode tubes 
II ~ being cooled by wicks from the bath, and a stream of air. 
II ,, 
I' II ( l) 
II 
!I 
Zeitschri!'t .fur Physik t/52, 27, 192t) 
-; rt·· -;·~-- --- :----- ·:-:·· --:--·;-·······-·---·,.·-::.·-· -:-=-=::---. -~~-:-:=c•;-:::;:··~...,...-o-:;---,:--:-7-=.--,-_;;•-:;~--::.:::_-·-;-.:~ :- ·--------------
li 
li 
II 
;! 
il 
!I 
it 
II 
One end of' the discharge tube was extended out through the 
side of the water tank, and closed with a quartz window 
through which the light for the spectrum was taken. The 
intake and outlet ports for the gas were provided in the 
sides of the electrode tubes. Finally, an alternating 
current of 700 MA. at 2000 volts was ii:ipressed on the 
electrodes. 
His photographs were of the first order spectrum, 
taken on a Howland :,:ount. His concave grating had a radius 
of curvature o::· 6.60 m. and.l20000 lines in 15cm. of length. 
ll It had a dispersion of 1.98 A.U. per mm. 2xposures .lc:.sted 
from six to ten hours, and the temperature change varied 
Q 0 0.4 to 0.8 C. during that time. 
He measured 36·>( lines between A 4681 and A5314, 2000 or 
them r.ever having been measuned before. He calculated that 
• the error was = .0035 A.U. ror the strong lines, and about 
twice that amount for the weak lines. The values ror his 
standards were taken from the old list adopted by the 
International hstronomical Union in 1922. 
Apparatus and Tt:ethod Used 
1'he Plates 
As mentioned ln the introduction, the plates were taken 
during 1926 and 1927 by Pr:)fessor Kent in the Norman Bridge 
Laboratory or the california Institute of Tecnnolocy. The 
apparatus for pr_)duclnE the photographs is shown diagramma-
fi. 
)i 
'I i 
' 
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'I .  I tically in Plates li and III, an pages 16 and lB. I 
~ Heferting to Plate II, hydrogen, ~lectrolytically II 
II . • prepared and dried over phosphorous pent oxide, Wt• s introciuced 11 
;
i,·ll II into the vacuum tube R at H~. This tube was 40 em. long. 
I I 
il I ~ The tungsten cylinders placed in the capillary portion 1 
:I il increased ti:le excltat~on ln this part of the tube, and en-
!1·.1 
abled the molecular spectrum to predominate over the Balmer 
1: 
li series. It will be not iced that the electrodes '1' 1 are cooled 
! at E. The mercury trap 1:''2 prevents the mercury r·rom the pumps \ 
I 
ij r·rom getting back into the hydrogen tube. 
il 
:I 
'l'his proved 
'I 
!I 
II 
., 
ll 
!I 
II 
il II 
extremely successful, especially when used with cooling baths 
~, and no mercury lines were obtained on the plates. 'l'he 
electrically heated mercury pumps P2. and the motor driven 
established the low pressure of approximately 0.1 mm. 
of mercury in the tube. The transrormer '1' supplied about 
ten thousand volts to the discharge circuit. 
II 
,I 
,I 
il 
11 
il 
II 
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II 
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I 
!I li 
:, 
!I Heferring to Plate III, a standard P!'und arc as described i\ I 
:i 
;)n page ·r was at A. In rront of it was a quartz plate P1 il il 
II 
II 
II 
II 
and a quartz lens L1 • ~his lens threw an image of the arc, 
enlarged ten times, on the tin screen with slit s, . 'l'his 
slit was adjusted to allow the central portion of this image, 
1 em. ln lenctn, to pass tnrousn, and hence allowed the 
light from the central portion of the arc, l mm. in length, 
to fall on the quartz plate P.2. thus doing away with irregu-
larl ties due to "pole -:o ffect ''. This allowed most of tnis 
I, 
:j 
!I 
II 
il ,, 
II 
II 
-
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PLATE II 
The Vacuum System 
P, = Motor driven pump lJ - Dewar flask 
pl ..; Mercury 2 - Cooling baths 
-
pump 
-
!i" - Expansl.on flask T = 60 cycle trrcnsformer • I -
F;a. - Mercury trap w = Tungsten cylinders -
G - Gauge H = Disci:l.s.rge tube -
c - Heating coil ·) - Quartz window· 
-
"(, -
Ill Platinized mirror H1 = Hydrogen intake 
b EZ znn s· 
lir:ht to be refracted through it, but a small amount of it 
was reflected into the quartz lens L;t• Furthermore, the 
plate P1 , the slit S I' and the plate p2 J all tended to cut 
down the intensity of the light from the arc which was many 
tlmes as great as tne light from the tube. The plate P~ al-
lowF:d part of the light from the tube to pass ti1rough to the 
lens L~. From this point the light from both sources was 
sent through a system of quartz lenaes and reflected down 
by the mirror M~, till it came to a focus on the slits of 
the spectrograph. Thls method did away entirely with the 
old method of successive exposures of the two sources, 
which many times caused errors due to shifts in the lines 
of one or the other spectrum, these shifts being caused by 
changes in temperature or parts of the apparatus. 
The combined spectra were photographed on the middle 
of the plate, the iron spectrum alone on the top of the 
plate, and the hydrogen spectrum alone on the lower part 
of tne plate. The lower portion was the part measured ln 
this investigation, using standard lines previously 
measured in the middle portion by Professor Kent. 
The spectrograph was of the Rowland Mount type, set 
vertically in a pit in the flJor, so that it would not be 
eaclly subjected to temperature changes. The radius of 
curvature of the grating was 21 feet. 
I It was necessary to take quite a number of trial photo-
,.,~-,--~-!!.-,---···----· -~- ·-=·· --~--,~-------- ~"--~~-----~=-,·=-7 -=------"~-~-~----------~ "---~- -----. -----
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PlATE III 
The Optical System 
Plan View 
P, 
L 
----o= ..... --- ,, , ' 'JIIIC ..... ,., ............. 
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Side View 
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II 
II 
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1 graphs 'before the light from both sources rtas properly focused 
I I and the lines sharp and clear, as well as of the proper 
I 
intensity. Ordinary commercial plates were exposed from 
three to nine hours to obtain the spectra on the central 
portion of the plates, whereas the exposures for the upper 
parts were shorter and those for the lower parts longer. 
The Comparator 
This instrument, shown in the three view drawing in 
I Plate IV, page 20, is the one on which the work forming the 
~basis of tnis thesis was done. It consists chiefly of a 
~ steel plate carriage, fitted to run on a steel frame, and 
threaded to a long steel screw. A hand crank, fitted to the 
end of this screw, controls the motion of the carriage, and 
! hence of the plate, along the frame. At tne end of t~e screw, 
I 
I a few centimeters from the crank, is a micrometer cap, on 
i 
I which are ruled 100 scale divisions. Since one complete 
II revolution of the screw moves the carriage through one mm., 
I each scale division of the micrometer cap turned through 
'I )I 
II represents one hundredth of a m 'llimeter. Thousandths of a 
il 
J millimeter can te read, using a stationary vernier at tne 
I ~ side of t~e cap. A wire fixed to the frame extends over " 
I 
I wooden scale on the carrier to give the sross readings. 
I The most important feature of thls project is the method 
of controlling the temperature. The entire instrument is 
=m .,,, 
PLATE IV 
Sketch of the Compar~tor 
o~ ~ ~~~~ -~-~-~tli1, ,.,,~ .... , ..  ....... ~.-...... ~.-... , .. ~,-.. ""·~·· ......~ ....... ; ...... L_~ I~~~~g~ 
Plan View 
r I r- r-1~ 
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Side View 
End View 
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1 enclosed in an insulated wooden box, lined with asbestos 
wool and sheet astestos, and covered on tae outside with 
1 newspaper. ·Near each end of t~e box a tnermo~eter was 
j inserted in the cover, the latter bein removable t~ allow 
I plates to be placed and adjusted on the carriage. A glass 
I windJw in the to) ~akes it possible to read the vernier, 
I and the hole around the telescope is co~ered with felt rnd 
oil cloth. Wire is wound non-inductively around the frame 
of the instrument, and used for heating the box. 
Plate V, page 23, shOYvs the electrical "hook up" of the 
heating and lighting circuits. The heating circuit H is 
controlled by two mercury thermostats, T1 and T::z.. If the 
0 temperature rises above 29.1 c., the mercury in T1 rises 
enough to complete a circuit through the mercury break H1 , 
I 
1 and break the heating circuit. As soon as the temperature 
I 
I 
II 
I 
i 
falls, the circuit is again made. If R1 fails to work, and 
the temperature riseP much above 3d> C., the thermostat T2 
actuates the relay R~ and breaks the circuit. 'I'his relay 
will not remake the circuit without manual adjustment. It 
jl vrill be noticed that this circuit includes the 2 volt battery 
'I 
II 
il 
il 
I 
in series witn it , and hence acts to charge the battery. 
'l'he rmall lights M, and M.t light up the wooden scale 
and vernier respectively. An incandescent light L throws 
light througn a water cell and through a glass window in 
the box onto a mirror which reflects it up tarough a hole 
I' rrzzmu 
il 
II 
i 
I 
I 
-T~~~:~:~~::~~~~~~~--~ 
lighting up the dark lines on the latter. 'l'he intensity of 
light is controlled by the light bulbs L,, LR, and the fuse 
plug L3 acting as resistances by being screwed in or out. 
In measuring a plate, the cover of the tax is removed, 
rl and the plate placed ov~r the hole in the carriage. It is 
I securely fixed by metal clamps in such a position that the 
lines on the plate are parallel to the vertical cross-hair 
of the eye piece. The eyepiece is then adjufted to bring 
the cross-hairs in focus, and the telescope moved in and out 
\until the image of a line on the right end of the plate is 
·I ~-~ ex,\ctly in the plane of the cross-hairs. Then the carri11ge 
\ is moved to the right by turning the hand crank, until the 
~ . jleft and or the plate is under the telescope. This time the 
~plate itself is ~aised or low~red, by adjusting screws 
i\ ~placed in the carriage and plate bolder for that purpose, 
11 and thus the image of the lines at the left end, and hence 
,I ,, 
~of the entire plate, are in the plane of the cross-hairs of 
,, 
ll ~the eyepiece. The cover is then replaced, the switch in the 
II 
·I i!heating circuit closed, an· the apJ:;aratus left alone until 
II 
i 
!the thermometers show that a constant temperature has been 
!arrived at. The plate is then moved to the right and set on 
a line. In setting on a line, the crank is turned counter-
! 
~clockwise~ and the image of the line moves up to the cross-
llhair· from the observer's right until the two are in exact ~coincidence. It is ex~~:•m~~~ important that the crank be 
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j turned in only one direction during this process, to overcome 
any error introduced by the "play" of the machine. The lines 
are measured from right to left along the length of L:te 
l 
I 
plate. 
Calculations 
All standard lines were set on and readings taken five 
I times in succession, whereas the lines between each st~::.ndard 
were measured twice in succession during each run. The 
1 means of the readings for each line were taken as the read-
1 
\lng for that line for that run. Two complete sets of read-
ings were taken with the plate in one position. The plate 
I 
:was then turned end for end, and two more runs made. Each 
I 
~set ~egan and ended with a standard line. If the readings 
~were stopped for any reason, and started again at some 
later time, an entirely new set of readings of the standard 
at the beginning of tne set had to be made to compensate 
for any change in surrounding conditions. 'l'he standards 
,taken were close together, so that the assumption that the 
l1 spectrum was normal .. vould introduce no large error. 
I '!'he method of calculation is shown on page 26, which is 
I Ia sample data sheet of a run between two standards. At the 
!'top of the page there appears the number of the plate, the 
~~umber of tne set, and words "Hed Hl51lt" or "Hed Left". The 
I latter refers to the red end of the spectrum on the plate, 
~~ ~ - ~--~ - -- --- -- -- --- --- --- ------ ---~ -----~·- ---- -- ··- . 
a 2!!22&&£&&ti&JM! I& as 
.and shows where this end of the plate was with respect to 
the plate C~'.rr·iage. In the 1'irst column on the left there 
appears the date and time of reading, the temperature at the 
beginning and end of the reading, and the wave lengths of 
the Etandards opposite their respective readings. 'l'he 
second column shows the intensities as given by Professor 
Kent using r1ls "visual intensity" method. 'l'he third column 
contains the readings themselves, together .·Ji th their cal-
culated means. The next column, headed s, shows the difrer-
e~ce between tae reading of each line, and the reading of 
the first standard. The ratio of the difference between 
the wave lengths of the standards of this group, to the 
difference of their readings =4 Ao= dispersion constant, or AS.:~ 
factor, is calcul~ted at the top of the page, and when 
multiplied by .1 S for each line, gives the difference between 
the wave length of the first standnrd and that of the line. 
The results, so Qbtained, are shown in the fifth column. 
The last column gives the actual wave len~ths .>f tne lines 
found by adding the results of column five to the wave 
length ~f the first standard. The means of the ~ave lengths, 
calculated from the four sets of readings, constitute the 
final values given to these spectral lines. 
I 
l 
I 
I
I 
·j 
I 
I 
Red Left Plate 14 Set 2 
E'eb. 7, 1933. 
1:10 P.M. I s AS AA 
T = 19.00 
T = 19.20 
4069.6290 5 121323 .1 >.o - 32.1062 = 1.32193 -22 .1. s. 24.2874 
22 
23 
22 
1213224 
o4 122554 
52 
1225530 1.2306 1.6268 4071.2558 
o4- 123844 
41 
1238425 2.5201 3·3314 4072.9604 
o" 124710 
11 
1247105 3-3881 4.4788 Li074 .1078 
0 128294 
22 
1282945 b.9721 9.2166 4078.8456 
2 135029 
:22 
1350305 13.7081 18.1211 4087.7501 
4101.7352 15 145609 
1:25 P.M. 10 
T = 19.10 10 
T = 19.30 10 
10 
14?6098 
I! 
II 
II 
II ~ 
Results 
.l!:xplana tion o:r the Tables 
!n Table I, page 29, are shown the values of the wave 
lengths found from each set of readings. The first column 
at the left, marked "Standard", contains the values of the 
standards used for the intervals lying between them, the 
figures in the column to the right lying in these intervals. 
~he second column, marked I, contains the respective in-
tensities assigned to the lines by Professor Kent using his 
II "v 1 sual intensity" method. 1'he third column, • heade~ " /1 ", 
II refers to the gross values of wave length in Angstrom Units. 
'I il The fourth and fifth columns contain the values given to 
!I 
II,· 
r four decimal places of l.u.'s obtained with the red end of 
,I 
II li the spectrum at the observer's left and right, respectively. 
il 
II The sixth column contains the means of the values in the same 
1 ~ 
horizontal row of the two previous columns, and the seventh 
column contains the means of these means, or the final 
values of wave length obtained for those lines. The two 
plates, from which the values were obtained, are indicated 
at the head of the lists of these values. 
Table II, page 32, contains the final values of wave 
len5th. The first two columns are the same as columns 
headed similarly in table I. The third column contains the 
values the writer obtained, for the wave lengths repre-
sented in the second column, carried out to thousandths 
I 
I! 
·I 
\ 
I 
l 
I 
m ET? liM§ 
0 •• 
of an Angstrom Unit. They were obtained from the last 
column of Table I. The fifth, sixth, and eighth columns 
contain similar values obtained by Professor Kent, 
Finkelnburg, and Gale, Monk, and Lee, respectively. In 
each case, the columns marked '' l! 'A" show the dif!'erences 
of the values in the column to the left from those 
obtained by Professor Kent. 
3 . I. 
iDm · mrn 
li 
I 
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Standard 
3665.9079 
1 
0 
5 
2 
o+ 
o'l. 
o+ 
o4 
1 
of 
0'3 
04 
01. 
1 
0-t 
TABLE I 
Plate 12 
}a Hed Lert 
3673 6483 
6523 
3674 4034 
4018 
3681 9801 
9807 
3682 2968 
2948 
3684 4634 
4619 
3690 1615 
1591· 
3700 0715 
063; 
3702 1266 
1278 
3722 1171 
1127 
3732 1209 
1180 
37~1 9019 
9000 
3'771 5178 
5075 
3791 L098 
4131 
3794 4799 
4755 
Red 
Right t'ieans Mean 
6536 6509 6518 
6530 6527 
4051 4042· 4032 
4028 4023 
9762 9781 9789 
9785 9'796 
3007 2937 2985 
3018 2983 
4574 4604 4614 
4628 4624 
1611 1613 1605 
1605 1598 
0607 0661 0632 
0572 0603 
1252 1259 1264 < 
1262 1270 
1112 1141 1141 
1158 1142 
1145 1177 1177 
1176 1178 
8871 3945 8950 
8911 8955 
5103 5140 5107 
5073 50'74 
4131 4114 4122 
4130 4130 
4729 4764 4T::.,o 
4720 4737 
HW'R' 
TAELE I (continued) 
Plate 14 
Hed Hed 
Standard I 
-"-
Left Ri~ht Means Mean 
4069.6290 
o4 4071 2557 2403 2480 2482 
2558 2409 2483 
04- 4072 9588 9618 9603 9588 
9604 9543 9573· 
o'l. 4074: 1029 0945 0987 0992 
1078 0916 0997 
0 407,8 8430 8328 8379 8396 
8456 5370 8413 
2 4087 7509 7457 7483 7477 
7501 7442 7471 
4101.7352 04 41~6 6549 6472. 6510 6506 
61:::;15 6489 6502 
04 4156 8710 8692 8701 8713 
8722 8728 8725 
4171.3048 02. 4175 1603 1651 162'7 1619 
1622 1599 1610 
7 417'7 1090 1160 1125 1127 
1114 1143 1128 
I oi 4177 7255 7146 7200 '(209 I 7299 7136 '7217 
I! 
0 .4180 1031 1075 1053 1070 
1079 1093 1086 
II 
\1 
!I o" 4182 1689 1720 1704 1693 
il 
1681 1681 l6t)l 
!I 1 4195 6666 6705 
6685 6689 
!I 
6677 6710 6693 
I 03 7829 I 4199 7848 7811 7855 I 7927 7833 7880 
7 4205 0938 0928 0933 0940 
0938 0954 0946 
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TABLE I (continued) II II 
I\ 
Plate 14 ( c.::mt inued) !I I 
i\ II Red Red II 
!I Standard I _L Left Hight Means Mean I !' -9 I 0 4210 1233 127'( 1255 1250 I I ! 1274 1214 1244 I II 4212.4928 
o3 I! 4222- 1521 1483 1502 1486 II 
1463 1476 1469 !I 
03 4222 5155 5108 5131 5141 II 5143 5157 5150 I i 
o' I 4223 9349 9287 9318 9310 I 
I 9349 9256 9302 I 
li 
I' 
03 4303 4292 4236 4264 4277 i 
I, 4273 4307 4290 I 
li 4412.254? 
II o3 4414 2144 2088 2116 2142 
'I 
il 2161 2175 2165 li \i 01.. !I 4417 3330 5345 3337 3326 [i 
:I 3312 3317 3314 
II 
o' 
il 
4445 :?426 2429 242( 2408 
2380 2398 2389 
ij 
II 
03 4447 ?~92 5446 5419 5419 
I 5431 5406 5418 
I 4460.9627 
0 4467 1416 1460 1438 1452 
1461 1471 1466 
I 
lj 03 4487 8147 8033 0090 8111 
II t3173 8090 8132 
·I 
:I 3 4490 4499 4547 4523 4530 
ll 4534 4540 4537 I 
01-•I !i 4493 695'( 6951 6954 6962 
li 7034 6905 6969 
:I 03 I) 4498 1078 10'(8 1078 1064 It ,, 
'I 1086 1013 1049 ,, 
II 
'I 
il 
:! 
II 
!I ,, 
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,\ TABLE II 
I! 
'I 
11 . 3673 to 3694 
l! G.P.·!. II l 
-"-
· fA _M_ K F t.iA &L. 
"'" II 
r 
0 3673 6?2 +004 648 b37 -011 621 -027 
I 5 3674 403 +002 401 573 -023 398 -003 
II 
2 3681 979 +004 975 951 -024 963 -012 
o+ )682 299 -001 300 2'74 -026 291 -009 
I 02. 3684 I 461 t004 457 I 04- 3690 161 -t-006 155 142 -013 143 -012 II 
II o+ 3700 063 -001 064 067 +003 048 -016 
I 
! 1 3702 126 tOOl 125 118 -007 112 -013 
o4 3722 114 -002 116 106 -010 093 -023 
03 3732 118 -tOOl 11( 108 -009 108 -009 
of 3751 895 +005 890 871 -019 879 -011 
0~ 3771 511 +003 508 486 -022 500 -008 
1 3791 412 -001 413 397 -016 403 -010 
of 3794 475! t003 4T2 457 -01? 464 -008 
4071 to 4428 
o+ 4071 248 -+007 241 242 tOOl 235 -006 
o+ 4072 958 -+003 955 958 t003 961 +006 
01. 4074 099 -+002 097 096 -001 100 t003 
0 4078 840 +006 834 852 t018 843 t009 
2 4087 748 +003 745 745 000 755 t010 
o+ 4156 651 t-012 639 633 -006 623 -016 
o'~- 4156 i:W1 +004 867 873 t006' 861 -006 
-!II O!ISI~~~~Y~~/t"'r~·· '' ~---.,.~jt~'>'$,~<1 
____ -::;-= 
li " 
'I il li 
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I~ TABLE li (continuec;i) 
1 
I 
1 G " .~";.. . 
I I ,\ _lL 4A K L_ a}. &L. o.A 
II 
il· 0~ 4175 162 tOOl 161. 163 t002 165 +004 ' l 7 417'7 11·3 tOOl 112 113 tOOl 125 t013 4-II 
.o 4177 r{21 +004 717 718 tOOl 720 +003 
0 4180 107 +002 105 105' 000 111 +006 
02. 4182 169 +006 163 166 ~003 170 +007 
1 4195" 669 f002 667 668 tOOl 674 +00'7 
03 4199 786 -001 78'7 '(81 000 795 +006 
7 4205 094 +002 092 102 t010 098 +006 
o' 4210 125 t003 122 129 +00'( . 131 t009 
03 4222 149 -001 150 160 +010 158 +008 
o' 4222 51~ +003 511 ?14 +003 ~18 +00'7 
03 4223 931 t002 929 941 ~012 935 +006 
03 4303 428 000 428 437 +009 423 -005 
03 4414 214 -002 216 20.9 -00'7 218 +002 
02. 4417 355 -005 538 358 000 342 t004 
03 444? 241 -002 243 245 +002 246 t003 
03 444'{ 5Li2 +004 538 550 +012 553 t015 
0 4467 145 t004. 141 141 000 145 t004 
03 4487 dll -008 819 ()24 +005 813 -006 
3 4490 455 tOOl 452 
o4- 4495 696 t006 b90 693 +003. 688 -002 
oa 4498 106 t002 104 108 t004 108 t004 
i! 
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Possible Sources of ~rror j 
The differences I In general, these sources are two-fold. 
between the values obtained by Professor Kent and those 
obtained by the writer, although not large, indicate a lack 
of skill on the part of the latter. 
The 1'act that the Rowland Grating does not give an 
exactly normal spectrum leads to another small error. 
C. H. Wood(l) calculated that it would be between .002 
0 .. 
and .003 Angstrom Units for half the plate in the first 
order spectrum. This agrees wit~ the result of a similar 
calculation made by the writer. The error was considerably 
decreased by using the method of interpolating between 
standards which were a short distance apart. 
Discussion of the Values Found by Different Observers 
The differences given in the columns marked "L1 A" in 
Table II, show an average difference of the writer's values 
0 from those of Professor Kent amounting to .002 A. U., the 
writer's being the higher. A similar comparison shows that 
D 
the values of Finkelnburg are on the average .025 A. U. 
belm7 Professor Kent's values, while the values obtained 
(l) A Determination of the wave Lengths of Some Lines in 
The Molecular Spectrum o!· Hydrogen. A. M. '!'he sis---
Boston University 1931 
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by Gale, Monk, and Lee, are also, on the average, below 
Pro1·essor Kent's values by the amount of .014 .A.u. 
It is impossible to state all of the probable reasons 
for the above differences in values, especially for the 
small number of lines measured, but a few of them may be 
mentioned. 
The conditions under which the writer and Professor 
Kent measured their values was considerably different from 
both those of ~inkelburg, and of Gale, Monk and Lee. I 
refer to the constant temperature comparator. Since the 
conditions in different laboratories differs considerably, 
I can point out the effects of this method in our own 
laboratory only, with the idea that it may indicate somewhat 
similar effects in other laboratories. 
The dispersion constants for the two plates used in 
0 .. 
this investigation, averaged 1.321 Angstroms per mm. Since 
the coefficient of linear expansion of the steel screw is 
approximately .0000136, and that of the glass plate .0000089 
per degree c., a change of one degree C. would produce an 
error of (10-1){.136-.089) = .0000047 
{lOi)( .047){1.321) : .00000621 A.U. 
0 
mm., or 
'"' In 100 A.U. this would 
be an error of .00062 A. u. Since the distance between 
0 
standards averaged about 100 A.U., the readings over this 
interval requiring about 10 minutes, and since it is a 
matter of common observation that a window suddenly/opened 
in a room will often produce a chan~e of 2 degrees c. in 
10 minutes, lt is entirely possible that some such cause 
0 
as this would produce an error of .0012 A.U. in the results. 
Furthermore, if the plate and screw expanded in opposite 
directions, due to the way the plate was held by the clamps, 
0 
this difference would amount to .006 A.U. 
This err3r seems small, but the fact that the readings 
o!' the writer are so much more in agreement with those of 
Professor Kent than those or the other 7/rltere, in spite 
of the lack of skill on the part of the writer, together 
v:rl th the fact that most of Professor Kent's values for the 
first and second order spectrum are in close agreement(l), 
would seem to indicate that this method overcomes a much 
larger amount of error than would a'b first be thought 
poesible. This means that other factors besides the 
expansion of the plate and screw, such as the distortion 
of the telescope arm, must be taken into account. 
While discussing this problem with Professor Kent, the 
writer learned that the former had already observed a very 
considerable change in the position of a line while the 
comparator was being heated up to its steady state. It was 
s~ggested that tne writer make a few tests to discover the 
qctual dis7ance that a line shifted per degree change in 
temperature. Tne results of these tests appear on the 
(1) Kent, N. A. ---Unpublished work 
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-following page. In the first column there appears the readings· 
of the two thermometers and the means of their values taken 
at the times of observation of the line. The second column 
shows the readings taken, and their means for Each value of 
the temperature, and the third column c;:>mtains the ratios or 
the changes in position of the lines in millimeters, between 
successive observations, to the degrees change in temperature, 
that is, the change of position per degree Centigrad~. The 
0 fourth column contains the corresponding change in A.U. per 
degree Centigrade. The first four observati)ns were made at 
one sitting, requiring about one half hour. The heating 
system was turned on after the first set of readings, or 
observations, had been made, and the temperature in the box 
allowed to rise several degrees. Another s&t of readin5s 
was then ta ;{en ttnd the heating system shut off. As the 
temperature fell, two more observations were made. It is 
interesting to note that the !'irst of these showed a much 
greater change per degree C. than the other determinations 
did. This indicates a sudden slipping of tne plate --- the 
worst feature of changing the temperature while measuring 
lines. 
In the last two sets art' readings, ti1e first one was 
taken in the morning when the instrument was at room 
temperature. The heating circult was then turned on and 
left for three hours, until the instrument, as well as the 
air inside tee box, had arrived at a steady temperature. 
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r Shift in Line Position with Change in Temperature 
.!Jegree .~C. Vernier Readings { mm) 
T, = 19.10 
T,. : 18.65 
T • 18.87 
T, : 24.80 
T2. = 24.40 
T : 24.60 
T, : 24.00 
T~ • 23.50 
T - 23.75 
T, • 22.40 
T2.. = 21.80 
T : 22.10 
T, : 19.20 
11. - 18-20 
'l' = 19.05 
T, : 27.00 
Tz. _ 26.30 
T • 26.65 
493.149 
.149 
.149 
.148 
.148 
493.1486 
493-155 
.154 
.154 
.154 
493.1542 
493.151 
.152 
.152 
.150 
.149 
493.1508 
493.151 
.150 
.150 
.150 
.151 
-493.1504 
• 0056·-nm. =. 00098mm./deg.: .0013 A. U. /deg I 
~-73° 
.0034mm.:.004mm./deg. = .005 A.U./deg 
0.85 II 
• 0004'l1m. = .00024mm. /deg.:. 00032A, U. /deg 
1.65 11 
Constant 1'empern ture Change 
I' 
J 
493.132 
.134 
.13~ 
.133 
.132 
493.133 
493.104 
.103 
.104 
.104 
.105 
493.104 
I 
I 
I 
= .0051 A.U./deg. I 
--~-----------------------------------~~----...................... . 
The second set or readings was then taken. Tne difference 
between these two showed the effects of a gradual change 
in temperature, as the plate had expanded all tnat it 
woulu expand, for teat change in temperature, during that 
time. 
The irregularity of these results points to one 
further argument in favor of the constant temperature 
comparator. It would be useless to make a large number 
of such observations, and take their mean for use in 
calculating a corrective factor, for it is practically 
impossible to say what the shift in position of a line 
with change in temperature will be, during any particular 
interval of time. 
In all of the above discussion it should be remembered 
that the values given refer to the second order spectrum. 
In the first order the errors would be doubled due to 
the greater dispersion constants. 
another slight source of difference lies in the fact 
that Finkelburg's values are based on the old standards 
0 
which were about .001 A. U·. lower than the new standards 
used by the other observers. 
Again, Professor Kent's method of sending the light 
from both the source and the arc through the same system 
of lenses simultaneously, might produce a slight difference 
in results from those of the other observers. 
I 
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Possibilities of Setting Up Standards 
From what has just been said concerning the different 
values obtained in different laboratories, it is obvious 
that in such important w::>rk as setting up standards of wave 
length, the results of at least t .. ree different laboratories 
should be used. Several things must be considered in the 
choice of laboratories and their results to be used for 
this purpose. 
In the first place, the number of values obtained 
should be fairly large. Thus the~only results which might 
be of importance in this respect, besides the three sets 
already mentioned, would be those of Merton and Barratt. 
Another important criterion is the method used and 
the accuracy of the final results. 
For these reasons, since the results of Finkelburg, 
and Gale, Monk, and Lee contained a much larger number 
of values than those of Merton and Barratt, and since the 
two former observers were able to obtain values whose error 
averaged no more than .0035 A.U., while the error in Merton 
and Barratt's values averaged .02 A. U., it would seem wise 
to discard the last in favor of the former. .!furthermore, the 
number of wave lengths measured by Professor Kent will be 
great, when the research is completed. That their accuracy 
will be fully as great as those of Fin~elburg, or Gale, Monk, 
and Lee, can be seen from their consistency and agreement 
as referred to in the discussion. The close agreement of 
the writer's values with them indicates in a small way the 
precision of the apparatus and method used. 
It would thus seem possible to set up standards of 
wave length of considerable accuracy by using the means 
of the value of these three observers • 
. summary · 
An accJun~ of the development of standards of wave 
length was g~ven from F'raunhofer' s work with the black 
lines of sunlight, up to the adoption of the present 
standards by the International Astronomical Union in 1928. 
An account of the work done in measuring lines in the 
secondary spectrum of hydrogen was given, also, from the 
time of Hasselburg, up to the work now in progress in 
Professor Kent's Laboratory. 
Forty-tnree values of wave length, calculated by the 
writer from readings which he made, were listed, and a 
comparison made with the corresponding values as given by 
Professor Kent, Finkelburg, and Gale, Monk, and Lee. 
The possibility of using the latter in setting up 
standards of wave length in this region was considered. 
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to 
Professor Kent for his many helpful suggestions, and for 
the privilege of gaining this insight into spectroscopy, 
and also, to Mr. Kildare who read the vernier while I 
was making my readings. 
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